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Abstract: Hydrogen bonding is an essential interaction in nature and plays a crucial role in many formations of materials 
and biological processes, requiring a deeper understanding of its formation. Benzimidazole is an important structural unit 
found in a large number of natural and pharmacologically active molecules. In the present work, the electronic structures and 
properties and relatives stabilities of a series of (E)-1-(1H-benzo[d]imidazol-2-yl)-3-phenylprop-2-en-1-one monomers and 
dimers have been studied by density functional theory using B3LYP 6-31+G (d, p) calculation level. the strengths of the 
noncovalent interactions have been analyzed in terms of the QTAIM analysis, NCI analysis and natural bond orbital 
approaches. It was found that the dimers are formed by double N-H⋯O hydrogen bond. QTAIM analysis proved the presence 
of intramolecular hydrogen bond in monomers and coexistence of intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bond in dimers. 
Frequency analysis show that intermolecular N-H⋯O interactions are proper hydrogen bond while intramolecular C-H⋯N, C-
H⋯O, C-H⋯H-C interactions are improper hydrogen bond. NBO and NCI analyses confirm the existence of hydrogen bonds 
in the studied monomers and dimers. The presence of weakly electron acceptor group on benzene ring favor the total 
interaction energy of dimerization. 
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1. Introduction 

Benzimidazole (BZim) is a heterocyclic aromatic organic 
compound. It is an important drug and a preferred structure 
in medicinal chemistry [1-3]. The benzimidazole ring is one 
of the bioactive heterocyclic compounds that have a range of 
biological activities such as antivirals (anti-HIV), anticancer 
drugs, antibacterials, antifungals and many others [4-9]. 
Benzimidazole derivatives are associated with various types 

of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics properties. The 
most important benzimidazole compound in nature is N-
ribosyldimethylbenzimidazole, which serves as an axial 
ligand of cobalt in vitamin B12 [10]. In addition, some 
benzimidazoles are used in coordination chemistry [11-14], 
optoelectronics [15]. 

The hydrogen bond is one of the fundamental interactions 
that plays a key role in many fields of chemistry, physics and 
biology [16-19]. It affects the stability of many important 
molecular structures such as water [20, 21] and DNA [22]. 
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Knowledge of hydrogen bonding strength is essential for 
physical, chemical and biological applications [23]. In 
addition, a slight difference in molecular structure may play 
a role in the strength of hydrogen bonds [24, 25]. In most 
cases, the formation of � − �⋯�  bonds leads to a 
weakening of the X-H bond, accompanied by an elongation 
of the bond and a concomitant decrease of the vibrational 
stretching frequency of the X-H bond relative to the non-
interactive bond, these bonds are called proper or Red shifted 
hydrogen bond. However, there are also many examples in 
which the stretching frequency of the X-H bond increases 
with the contraction of the bond length during the formation 
of the hydrogen bond, these are improper or Blue shifted 
hydrogen bond [26]. 

The electronic foundations of the improper hydrogen bond 
were analyzed by Alabugin et al [27]. The structural 
reorganization of the X-H bond observed for proper and 
improper hydrogen bonds results from the balance between 
hyperconjugation ( �� → 	�
�∗ ) which weakens the X-H 
bond and rehybridization which strengthens X-H bond [27]. 
Improper hydrogen bonds are observed when the 
hyperconjugative interaction is relatively low. When the 
hyperconjugative interaction is low and the hybrid orbital of 
the X atom of the X-H bond is able to undergo hybridization, 
rehybridization prevails, resulting in a shortening of the X-H 
bond and a blue shift of the X-H vibrational stretching 
frequency. The presence of electron-rich centers (N, O) and 
hydrogen atoms linked by a covalent bond to nitrogen and 
carbon atoms offers the possibility of different types of non-
covalent bonds such as  − �⋯� , − �⋯�,� − �⋯� 
(Figure 1). 

 

MONOMER R DIMER 

M1 H D1=M1···M1 
M2 4-C1 D2=M2···M2 
M3 4-F D3=M3···M3 
M4 4-NO2 D4=M4···M4 
M5 2-C1, 5-NO2 D5=M5···M5 

Figure 1. Structure of M1-M5 monomers and D1-D5 dimers studied. 

In this study, we applied quantum chemistry methods to 
determine the interaction energies and understand the nature 
of the different hydrogen bonds of BZims monomers and 
dimers. The topological properties, hyperconjugative 
interactions between donor and proton acceptor of different 
� − �⋯�	hydrogen bonds formed have been determined. 
The QTAIM analysis was used to assess the strength and 
nature of intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonds. 
We also performed the NBO (natural bond orbital) and NCI 
(non-covalent interaction) analyses that suggest the existence 
of hydrogen bonds in the studied systems. Our calculations 

will give a theoretical overview on the possibility of 
dimerization of BZims. 

2. Materials, Methods and Parameters 

2.1. Computational Methods and Materials 

The monomers M1-M5 and dimers D1-D5 (Figure 1) were 
optimized using B3LYP [28, 29] calculation level with a 6-
31+G (d, p) basis set. The optimization was performed with 
Gaussian 09 [30] software on Intel i7 2600 processors. In a 
further step, the topological analysis of the electron density 
was performed from the ''formatted checkpoint file'' obtained 
by the DFT calculation with AIMALL software [31]. The 
NBO orbital analysis method [32] (NBO: Natural orbital 
bond) incorporated in the Gaussian 09 software was used for 
NBO analyses. NCI analysis was performed with Multiwfn 
software [33] and NCI analysis surfaces were represented 
with Chemcraft software [34]. 

2.2. Interaction Energy 

The interaction energies of the complexes were 
determined by the difference between the total energy of the 
complex and the energies of the isolated monomers, then 
corrected by taking account the basic set superposition error 
(BSSE) using the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise procedure [35] 
and the ZPE: 

����=������-�2 ∗ ���������+��� + "#$� 

With "#$� = #$������ − 2 ∗ #$�������� 

2.3. NBO Analysis 

NBO analysis is based on an approach of transformation 
of the multielectronic wave functions of the molecules in a 
localized form that corresponds to the elements with single 
center (single lone pair LP) and two centered orbitals 
(natural bonding σ π and antiboning σ * π * respectively). It 
provides an in-depth understanding of intra- and 
intermolecular orbital interactions in molecules between the 
NBOs of filled donors and the NBOs of empty acceptors 
[36]. For each donor NBO (i) and acceptor NBO (j), the 
stabilization energy associated with delocalization i → j can 
be estimated as follows: 

��&� = "��' = (�
)�*, +�
,�,'

 

Where qi is the electron density in the donor's orbital, F(i, 
j) is the non-diagonal element of the Fock matrix and εi and 
εj are the energies of the occupied orbitals i and vacant j. By 
analyzing the interactions between the different acceptor and 
donor NBOs as well as the resulting stabilizing energy, clear 
information is obtained on the origin of the stabilization of a 
molecule. If the stabilization energy E(2) associated with an 
interaction is high, the extent of stabilization will be greater. 

2.4. QTAIM Analysis 
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Bader's Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) 
is a useful tool for characterizing topological properties of 
chemical bonds [37]. The presence of chemical bonds between 
atoms and interatomic interactions is revealed by the presence 
of bond critical points (BCPs). The QTAIM method provides 
information on the electron density of a system that governs 
properties at BCPs. The QTAIM theory gives information on 
variations of electron density due to the formation of bonds or 
complexes [37]. Several parameters exist within the 
framework of the QTAIM theory, we have among others the 
electron density	-�.�, its Laplacian /&-�.�, the potential local 
energy density 0�.�, the local kinetic energy density 1�.� and 
the total kinetic energy density	��.� at bond critical points 
(BCPs). In general, the parameter values of the QTAIM 
analysis at BCPs can describe the covalent or electrostatic 
nature of non-covalent interactions. According to Rozas et al 
[38] the interactions at the different BCPs can be classified as 
follows: for strong hydrogen bonds /&-234 ≺ 0,�234 ≺ 0 ; 
for medium hydrogen bonds /&-234 ≻ 0,�234 ≺ 0 ;; for 
weak hydrogen bonds /&-234 ≻ 0,�234 ≻ 0. Also, the ratio 

− 8���

9���
 also allows a better understanding of the nature of the 

interaction at the different BCPs [39-41]. If − 8���

9���
≻ 1	 the 

bond is considered non-covalent. If	0,5 ≺ − 8���

9���
≺ 1 we have 

a partially covalent character of the bond. If − 8���

9���
≺ 0,5 we 

have a closed-shell interaction. Espinosa [42] proposed a 
relationship between the energy of the hydrogen bond ��2 and 

the potential energy density (VBCP) at BCPs: ��2 = <

&
|0234|. 

In addition, the ellipticity ε to the different BCPs is 

defined as , = >?
>@

− 1 : A<  and A&  are eigenvalues of the 

Hessian of the electron density at BCP. This quantity 
estimates the extent to which the electron density is 
deformed in one direction relative to another. Ellipticity 
provides a measure of π or σ character of chemical bonds. A 
high value of ellipticity (ε>0.1) indicates a π character of the 
bond while a lower value reflects a σ character of the bond 
[37]. Ellipticity reflects the stability of the bonds [39.43]. 

2.5. NCI Analysis 

NCI (Non covalent interaction) analysis based on the 
correlation between the Reduced Gradient Density (RDG) 
and electron density ρ(r) was recently developed by Yang et 
al [44, 45]. The reduced gradient density is a fundamental 
dimensionless quantity of DFT, which is used to describe the 
deviation from a homogeneous distribution of electron 
density [44, 46]. To some degree, the NCI analysis method 
can be considered as an extension of the AIM analysis [45]. 
The non-covalent interaction analysis method provides 
graphical visualization of molecule regions where non-
covalent interactions occur and has demonstrated its ability 
to distinguish hydrogen bonds, van der Waals interactions 
and repulsive interactions [47]. Recently, the NCI-RDG 
analysis detected a low interaction compared to the AIM 

analysis [48]. To determine the presence of low interactions, 
BC1 = DE�*F��A&� × -�.�H  graphs were generated, where 
�*F��A&� × -�.� is the product of the electronic density ρ(r) 
by the sign of the second eigenvalue of the hessian. The sign 
value �*F��A&� × -�.� is useful for predicting the nature of 
non-covalent interaction. For an attractive interaction 
�*F��A&� × -�.� < 0  (hydrogen bond) and for repulsive 
interactions �*F��A&� × -�.� > 0 (steric hindrance). For Van 
Der Walls interactions �*F��A&� × -�.� = 0. 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Study of Monomers 

The electronic properties obtained from QTAIM 
analysis, the geometrical parameters as well as the 
hyperconjugative interactions between the orbitals 
involved in the intramolecular hydrogen bonds of the M1-
M5 monomers are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The 
interactions  − �⋯� ,  − �⋯� −   and  − �⋯K 
were revealed by the QTAIM analysis (Figure 2). From 
the data in Table 1, it can be seen that the distances 
L��⋯��  and L��⋯��  are between 2.20881-2.27482 Å 
and 3.03051-3.05551Å respectively. Also, the linearity 
angles ∠���  are between 127.080-130.636°. These 
geometrical parameters indicate the presence of weak 
intramolecular hydrogen bond [18, 49, 50]. The  −
�⋯� bond have an electron density -�.� in the range of 
0.016617-0.018498  NO
P , a Laplacian /&-�.� (0.052978-
0.058614  NO
Q) and a positive value of the total kinetic 
energy density	��.� at different BCPs. These observations 
confirm the presence of weak intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds in M1-M5 monomers [51-54]. In addition, for all 

 − �⋯�  bond, the ratio − 8���

9���
≻ 1	 implies that the 

 − �⋯� hydrogen bonds are non-covalent character [40, 
41]. The interaction energies obtained for the  − �⋯� 
bonds are in the order of 3.3414375-3.8873625 kcal/mol, 
these values confirm that these hydrogen bonds are weak 
[42]. Nevertheless, these interactions are stable because 
we have a low ellipticity value at the different BCPs. 

The  − �⋯K hydrogen bond is observed in the M4 
molecule. At the Bcp of  − �⋯K  bond we have an 
electron density -�.� =0,014863  NO
P , its Laplacian 
/&-�.� = 0,05587 NO
Q	and a positive value of the total 
kinetic energy density ��.� = 0.002198	NV.  The  −
�⋯K hydrogen bond is weak because -�.�>0, /&-�.� >
0 and ��.�>0. In addition, the ratio − 8���

9���
≻ 1 allows us 

to affirm that the  − �⋯K  interaction is non-covalent 
in nature. Except for the M4 monomer,  − �⋯� −
	interactions were observed in all monomers studied. At 
the Bcps of the different interactions  − �⋯� − 	the 
electron density -�.�  varies between 0.008791-0.009004 
 NO
Pthe Laplacian /&-�.� is between 0.02-0.002492 au. 
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Table 1. Topological parameters at bonds critical points of intramolecular interactions obtained by AIM analysis of M1-M5 monomers. 

 W −X⋯Y  Z�[�W
X⋯Y \]Z�[�W
X⋯Y ^�[�  _�[�  X�[�  − _�[�

^�[�
  `�[�  a∗

Xb  caXb  d�[�  

M1 
 − �⋯� 0.016346 0.052978 -0.01065 0.011946 0.001298 1.122 -0.01325 3.3414375 

4.825475 
0.015129 

 − �⋯� −  0.009004 0.038893 -0.00473 0.007225 0.002499 1.529 -0.00972 1.4840375 1.235422 

M2 
 − �⋯� 0.016715 0.05402 -0.01094 0.01222 0.001284 1.117 -0.01351 3.432425 

4.8788125 
0.014019 

 − �⋯� −  0.008813 0.038364 -0.00461 0.007098 0.002492 1.541 -0.00959 1.4463875 1.434104 

M3 
 − �⋯� 0.016757 0.054062 -0.01096 0.012236 0.001279 1.117 -0.01352 3.4387 

4.8913625 
0.014245 

 − �⋯� −  0.008791 0.039479 -0.00463 0.007249 0.00262 1.566 -0.00987 1.4526625 3.146135 

M4 
 − �⋯� 0.018498 0.058614 -0.01239 0.013521 0.001133 1.091 -0.01465 3.8873625 

6.88995 
0.001775 

 −�⋯K 0.014863 0.05587 -0.00957 0.011769 0.002198 1.230 -0.01396 3.0025875 0.042812 

M5 
 − �⋯� −  0.008872 0.038579 -0.00465 0.007146 0.002 1.5368 -0.00965 1.4589375 

4.8662625 
1.370549 

 − �⋯� 0.016617 0.053709 -0.01086 0.012143 0.001 1.118 -0.01343 3.407325 0.014142 

Table 2. Geometrical parameters, hyperconjugative interactions, stabilization energy ��&� (kcal/mol) and charge transferred CT (me). 

 
geometrical parameters NBO Interaction 

CT 
W −X⋯Y e�W −X� e�X⋯Y� e�W⋯Y� ∠WXY Transitions a�]� 

M1  −�⋯� 1.08660 2.27482 3.05551 127.080 �f<P
�<� → 	3<g
�&O

∗  3.77 CT 

M2  −�⋯� 1.08654 2.26372 3.04660 127.239 �f<P
�<� → 	3<g
�&O

∗  3.92 6.87 

M3  −�⋯� 1.08644 2.26282 3.04352 127.048 �f<P
�<� → 	3<g
�&O

∗  3.97 7.144 

M4 
 −�⋯� 1.08627 2.20881 3.03051 130.636 �f<P

�<� → 	3<g
�&O
∗  4.91 7.144 

 −�⋯K 1.08127 2.50603 3.21292 122.021 �3hPO
�<� → 	3<i
�<j

∗  2.57 9.096 

M5 C − H⋯N 1.08660 2.26653 3.04957 127.258 no<P
�<� → σq<g
r&O

∗  3.90 5 

 
 − �⋯� − 	interactions are weak and non-covalent in 

nature because -�.�>0, /&-�.� > 0 , ��.�>0 and − 8���

9���
≻

1	 (Table 1). QTAIM parameters -�.�, /&-�.�	 and 
	���� 	observed at the different Bcps of the  − �⋯� −  
interactions are smaller than those of the  − �⋯�  and 
 − �⋯K  interactions. The ellipticity values ,�.�  of the 
 − �⋯� −   interactions are large than those of the 
 − �⋯�  and  − �⋯K  interactions. As a result, 
 − �⋯� − 	interactions are less stable and weak than 
 − �⋯� and  − �⋯K interactions. 

NBO analysis was performed on the M1-M5 monomers 
and the results obtained are shown in Table 2. NBO analysis 
revealed the presence of  − �⋯�  and  − �⋯K 
interactions. Hyperconjugative interactions �� → 	�
�∗  with 
stabilization energy ranging from 2.57-4.91 kcal/mol and 
corresponding transferred charges ranging from 5-9.096 me 
were obtained confirming the presence of weak 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds  − �⋯�	and  − �⋯K 
[27]. 

3.2. Dimer Studies 

3.2.1. Stability, Geometrical Parameters and NBO Analysis 

of Complexes 

D2 dimer with an interaction energy of -13.0604 kcal/mol 
is the most stable of the series. It is characterized by the 
presence of a hydrogen bond pair � − �⋯� (figure 3). The 
intermolecular distances L��⋯��  and L��⋯��  are in 
2.87592 and 1.88814 Å respectively. The ∠���	angle of the 
� −�⋯� bond is separated by 18.849° from linearity. The 
variation in the length of the � − �  bond "L�� − ��>0 

implies an elongation its length during complexation. The 
vibrational stretching frequency sf
� of the monomer is 
3646.9195 tu
<	while that of the dimer is 3435.3275 tu
<. 

As a result, the variations in the vibrational stretch 
frequencies are negative. Based on the findings, we can say 
that the elongation of the N-H bonds in the dimer is done in 
concert with a decrease in the elongation vibration 
frequencies of "sf
� =-211.5919 tu
<  to the low 
frequencies (red shift). Thus in the D2 dimer the � −
�⋯�	bonds are proper hydrogen bonds [26, 55]. In Table 5 
we have presented the non-covalent interactions observed in 
the dimers as well as the stabilization energy, the charge 
transferred and the variation of charges of the atoms X, H 
and Y involved in the interactions � − �⋯� . The NBO 
analysis detected the presence of the � − �⋯�  hydrogen 
bond characterized by the transfer of the lone pair of oxygen 
atom to the antibonding orbital 	∗  of the � −�  bond. 

Hyperconjugative interactions �vwi
�<� → 	f<<
�<&

∗ , �v<x
�<� →

	fw&
�wP
∗  on the one hand and �vwi

�&� → 	f<<
�<&
∗ , �v<x

�&� →
	fw&
�wP
∗  on the other hand with stabilization energies ��&� 

of 10.12 and 6.12 kcal/mol and charges transferred CT of 
13.75 and 12.552 me respectively prove the presence of 
� −�⋯� hydrogen bonds [27]. 

The second stable complex in the series is the D5 dimer 
with an interaction energy 	����=-11.94 kcal/mol. This value 
is slightly lower than that of D2 dimer ( 	���� =-13.0604 
kcal/mol). The D5 dimer is characterized by the presence of 
a double � − �⋯�  hydrogen bond (figure 3), an 
intermolecular  − �⋯�  hydrogen bond and 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds  − �⋯�	 and  −
�⋯� −  . The  − �⋯� ,  − �⋯�  and  − �⋯� −
 interactions (figure 4) were revealed by the AIM analysis 
of the complexes (see 3.2.3 section). the intermolecular 
distances L��⋯��  and L��⋯��  of the � −�⋯� , 
 − �⋯�  and  − �⋯�  interactions are between 
1.87984-3.18209 Å and 2.87331-3.00995Å respectively. The 
length L��⋯�� of the <i − �<j ⋯ �<i − &P interaction is 
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2.16299 Å. The bonding angles of the intermolecular 
interactions � − �⋯� ,  − �⋯�  and  − �⋯�  are 
between 116.863-163.414°. The bonding angles of the	� −
�⋯� interactions are closer to linearity than those of the 
 − �⋯�  and  − �⋯�  interactions. Also, we observe 
that the intermolecular distances L��⋯�� and L��⋯�� are 
smaller in � − �⋯�	interactions. As a result, � − �⋯� 
interactions are stronger than  − �⋯�  and  − �⋯� 
interactions. The � − � bonds of the � −�⋯�	interactions 
undergo an elongation "L�� − �� of 10.58 and 10.18 mÅ 
while the  − �	bonds of the  − �⋯� , − �⋯�  and 
 − �⋯� −   interactions undergo a contraction in the 
range of 0.02-0.93 mÅ. The elongation of the	� − � bond 
coincides with a shift of vibrational stretching frequency to 
low frequencies (red shift). Concerning the interactions 
 − �⋯�,  − �⋯� and  − �⋯� −   a slight shift of 
the vibrational stretching frequency to high frequencies (blue 
shift) is observed (Table 4). These observations allow us to 
conclude that we have two types of non-covalent interactions 
in the D5 dimer; The � − �⋯�	interaction characterized by 
an elongation of the � −�  bond ("L�� − �� > 0) and a 
large red displacement of the vibrational stretching 
frequency is a proper hydrogen bond. The  − �⋯�,  −
�⋯�  and  − �⋯� −   interactions characterized by a 

blue shift of the vibrational stretching frequencies are 
improper hydrogen bonds [26, 55] 

The NBO analysis of D5 dimer and the NBO descriptors 
of hydrogen bond are recorded in Table 4. Except for the 
<i − �<j ⋯ �&i − &P  interaction, the NBO analysis 
detected the presence of observed hydrogen bonds. 

�v → 	f
�
∗  interactions between the lone pair of hydrogen 

bond acceptor and the antibonding orbital 	f
�
∗  of hydrogen 

bond donor were revealed. The highest stabilization energy 

is obtained in the interaction �w& − �wP ⋯�<x  ( �v<x
�<� →

	fw&
�wP
∗ ) with an energy ��&�=11.06 kcal/mol and a charge 

transferred CT=12.637 me followed by the interaction 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  ( �vwi
�&� → 	f<<
�<&

∗ ) with a stabilization 
energy ��&� =9.28 kcal/mol and a charge transferred 
y=12.637 me. For improper hydrogen bonds, the NBO 

analysis revealed the presence <g − �&O⋯�<P  ( �f<P
�<� →

	3<g
�&O
∗ , ��&�=4.37 kcal/mol y=7.993 me) and  − �⋯� 

( �vwi
�<� → 	3&
�i

∗ 	��&� =0.05 kcal/mol, y =0.07159 me), 
however the stabilizing energy and charge transferred of 
these interactions are low compared to the �<< − �<& ⋯�wi 
interaction. 

 

Figure 2. AIM molecular graphs of M1, M4 and M5 monomers at B3LYP 6-31+ G (d, p) small green spheres are bonds critical points (Bcps). 

 

Figure 3. Optimized structures of D2-D5 dimers at B3LYP 6-31+G (d, p). 
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Table 3. Interaction energy	����(kcal/mol) of D1-D5 dimers corrected by BSSE and ZPE. 

 az{|}[(~�) a����|}[�~�� ���a�~�� b��a(~�) a{���~�� a{�� 

D1 -1603.45 -801.715 0.001413 0.001237 -0.016 -10.0422 

D2 -2522,64 -1261.31 0.001147 0.001287 -0.02081 -13.0604 

D3 -2012.47 -1006.22 0.001394 0.001251 -0.01846 -11.581 

D4 -2931.64 -1465.81 0.001296 0.001244 -0.01879 -11.7923 

D5 -1801.93 -900.955 0.00127 0.001249 -0.01904 -11.9464 

Table 4. Geometrical parameters of � − �⋯� , 	 − �⋯� −   interactions (distances en Å , angle ∠���(deg), change in bond length "L  (mÅ) and 

stretching frequencies s	(cm-1) and its shifts "s (cm-1) for  − � and � −� bond. 

 
W −X⋯Y  

� −X⋯X− �  

e�X⋯Y�  
e�X⋯X�  e�W⋯Y�  ∠WXY  

�e�W −X�  
�e�� − X�  

�W
X
|���|}[  

��
X
|���|}[  

�W
X
e{|}[   

��
X
e{|}[  

��W
X  

���
X  

D1 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  1.88661 2.86706 159.887 10.19 3646.4497 3464.7658 -181.6839 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  1.88650 2.86694 159.883 10.19 3646.4497 3464.7658 -181.6839 

wj − �Q<⋯�ww  2.23882 3.01365 126.449 -0.32 3196.0143 3198.2511 2.2368 

 −�Qg⋯� −   2.16137   
-0.02 
0.06 

3180.628 3187.9229 7.2949 

<g − �&O⋯�<P  2.23854 3.01343 126.453 -0.31 3196.0143 3198.2272 2.2129 

<i − �<j⋯ �<i − &P  2.16141   
0.02 
0.06 

3180.628 3187.9156 7.2876 

PP − �Pg⋯�<x  3.20049 3.80527 116.151 -0.77 3206.6944 3216.294 9.5996 

& − �i⋯�wi  3.2006 3.80545 116.151 -0.77 3206.6944 3216.2923 9.5979 

D2 
�<< − �<&⋯�wi  1.88814 2.87592 161.532 11.18 3646.9194 3435.3275 -211.5919 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  1.88814 2.87592 161.532 11.18 3646.9194 3435.3275 -211.5919 

D3 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  1.91787 2.89576 159.212 10.58 3646.0336 3454.6697 -191.3639 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  1.88837 2.88423 164.416 9.29 3646.0336 3475.1849 -170.8487 

& − �i⋯�wj  3.19843 3.81206 116.777 -0.89 3198.1771 3199.25 1.0729 

<g − �&O⋯�<P  2.23393 3.00558 126.159 0.26 3197.4879 3194.7291 -2.7588 

<i − �<j⋯ �&i − &P  2.16603   
-0.1 
-0.07 

3193.0372 3245.2407 52.2035 

D4 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  1.87241 2.86785 163.983 10.26 3647.2604 3455.0778 -192.1826 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  1.90681 2.88528 159.410 10.32 3647.2604 3455.0778 -192.1826 

PQ − �wO⋯�<x  3.19900 3.80798 116.457 -0.97 3208.6194 3219.0874 10.468 

<i − �<j⋯KPO  2.53155 3.20379 119.509 -2.19 3258.3331 3288.7712 30.4381 

Q< − �QP⋯�wx  2.17823 2.99290 129.873 -0.21 3185.9744 3186.8562 0.8816 

QO − �Q&⋯KxP  2.50563 3.10349 122.398 -0.07 3258.3331 3257.3667 -0.9664 

D5 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  1.91387 2.88999 158.799 10.59 3646.7178 3451.4549 -195.2629 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  1.87984 2.87331 163.414 10.18 3646.7178 3451.4549 -195.2629 

& − �i⋯�wi  3.18209 3.79751 116.863 -0.93 3214.7217 3217.4894 2.7677 

<g − �&O⋯�<P  2.23457 3.00995 126.481 -0.31 3196.3516 3197.94 1.5884 

<i − �<j⋯ �&i − &P  2.16289   
-0.04 
-0.02 

3180.4875 3180.9779 0.4904 

"s = s�
������ − s�
��������, "L = L�
�
����� − L�
�

������� 

Table 5. Hyperconjugative interactions, stabilization energies ��&� (kcal/mol) and charge transferred CT (me) as well as the variation of the charges of atoms 

X, Y and H with dimerization. 

Dimers Contact Interaction a�]�  Σa�]� CT ��W ��X ��Y 

�� 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  �vwi
�<� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   10.41 

40.66 

14.32 0.0539 -0.0152 0.0122 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  �vwi
�&� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   5.57 11.74 0.0539 -0.0152 0.0122 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  �v<x
�<� → 	fw&
�wP

∗   10.41 14.32 0.0539 -0.0152 0.0122 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  �v<x
�&� → 	fw&
�wP

∗   5.57 11.74 0.0539 -0.0152 0.0122 

& − �i⋯�wi  �vwi
�&� → 	3&
�i

∗   0.06 0.11834 0.03216 -0.01012 0.0539 

PP − �Pg⋯�<x  �v<x
�&� → 	3PP
�Pg

∗   0.06 0.11834 0.03203 -0.01012 0.0539 

wj − �Q<⋯�ww  �fww
�<� → 	3wj
�Q<

∗   4.29 7.705 -0.01551 -0.00185 0.00543 

<g − �&O⋯�<P  �f<P
�<� → 	3<g
�&O

∗   4.29 7.705 -0.01551 -0.00185 0.00543 

D2 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  �vwi
�<� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   10.12 

32.48 

13.7468 0.06631 -0.0153 0.00029 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  �vwi
�<� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   6.12 12.552 0.06631 -0.0153 0.00029 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  �v<x
�<� → 	fw&
�wP

∗   10.12 13.7468 0.06631 -0.0153 0.00029 
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Dimers Contact Interaction a�]�  Σa�]� CT ��W ��X ��Y 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  �v<x
�&� → 	fw&
�wP

∗   6.12 12.552 0.06631 -0.0153 0.00029 

D3 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  �v<x
�<� → 	fww
�wQ

∗   13.14 

44.24 

17.6975 0.00076 -0.01588 0.06656 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  �v<x
�&� → 	fww
�wQ

∗   6.82 13.9593 0.00076 -0.01588 0.06656 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  �vwj
�<� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   11.27 15.5 0.01394 -0.01758 0.08213 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  �vwj
�&� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   7.96 16.11 0.01394 -0.01758 0.08213 

& − �i⋯�wj  .......................      

<g − �&O⋯�<P  �f<P
�<� → 	3<g
�&O

∗   5.05 9.198 -0.00788 -0.00523 0.00023 

D4 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  �vwj
�<� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   11.31 

43.51 

15.5 0.01552 -0.01386 0.059595 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  �vwj
�&� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   5.17 10.68 0.01552 -0.01386 0.059595 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  �v<x
�<� → 	fww
�wQ

∗   9.57 13.185 0.01581 -0.01437 0.06804 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  �v<x
�&� → 	fww
�wQ

∗   5.61 11.35 0.01581 -0.01437 0.06804 

<i − �<j⋯KPO  �3hPO
�<� → 	3<i
�<j

∗   0.67 0.756 0.00392 -0.01466 0.00386 

 �3hPO
�&� → 	3<i
�<j

∗   2.35 4.4157    

QO − �Q&⋯KxP  �3hxP
�<� → 	3QO
�Q&

∗   0.73 0.834 0.00382 0.00325 0.00264 

 �3hxP
�&� → 	3QO
�Q&

∗   2.65 5.246    

Q< − �QP⋯�wx  �fwx
�<� → 	3Q<
�QP

∗   5.51 10.394 0.00455 -0.00181 -0.02136 

PQ − �wO⋯�<x  ..........................      

D5 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  �vwi
�<� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   9.28 

35.57 

12.637 0.01242 -0.01558 0.06314 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  �vwi
�&� → 	f<<
�<&

∗   5.71 12.05 0.01242 -0.01558 0.06314 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  �v<x
�<� → 	fw&
�wP

∗   11.06 15.2 0.01831 -0.01482 0.05552 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  �v<x
�&� → 	fw&
�wP

∗   5.10 10.58 0.01831 -0.01482 0.05552 

& − �i⋯�wi  �vwi
�<� → 	3&
�i

∗   0.05 0.07159 0.03285 -0.00649 0.06314 

<g − �&O⋯�<P  �f<P
�<� → 	3<g
�&O

∗   4.37 7.993 -0.01647 0.0018 0.00395 

 
D4 Dimer is the third most stable complex in the series. It 

has an interaction energy 	���� = −11.7933	�tNK/u�K. This 
dimer is formed by a double � − �⋯�  hydrogen bond 
(figure 3). In addition, the QTAIM analysis detected the 
presence of  − �⋯� ,  − �⋯K  and  − �⋯� 
interactions (figure 4) (see 3.2.3 section). The intermolecular 
distances L��⋯��, L��⋯��  of the interactions observed 
in the D4 dimer range from 1.87241-3.19900 Å and 2.86785-
3.80798 Å respectively. Regarding the linearity angles, they 
vary between 116.457-163.983°. The distances of the 
intermolecular interactions � − �⋯� are generally smaller 
than those of the intramolecular interactions  − �⋯K and 
 − �⋯�  and the bonding angles ∠���  are closer to 
linearity. The 	� − �⋯�  intermolecular interaction are 
consequently stronger than the  − �⋯K  and  − �⋯� 
intramolecular interaction. With complexation, we observe 
an elongation of the � −�  bonds of the � −�⋯� 
interactions ( "L�� − �� >0) while in the  − �⋯� , 
 − �⋯K  and  − �⋯�  interactions we observe a 
shortening of the  − �	 bonds ( "L�� − �� <0). The 
elongation of the � − � bonds is combined with a red shift 
of the vibrational stretching frequency "sf
� =-192.1826 
tu
<  and the contraction of the  − �  bonds of the  −
�⋯�,  − �⋯K and  − �⋯� interactions is combined 
with a small blue shift of the vibrational stretching 
frequencies "s3
�  which is comprised between 0.8816-
30.4381tu
< . It can be seen that the blue shifts of the 
vibrational stretching frequencies of the  − �  bonds are 
small compared to the shifts of the � − � bonds. This low 
blue shift of the  − �	bonds implies that the  − �⋯� , 
 − �⋯K and  − �⋯� interactions are weaker than the 
� −�⋯�  interactions. However, the contraction of the 
 − � bond in the QO − �Q&⋯KxP interaction is associated 
with a low red shift of the stretch vibration frequency 

"s3
� =-0.9664 tu
< . Consequently, � − �⋯� 
interactions are proper hydrogen bonds and  − �⋯� , 
 − �⋯K  and  − �⋯�  interactions are improper 
hydrogen bonds [26, 55]. 

The elongation of the � − �  bond in the � − �⋯� 
interaction is generally attributed to the charge transferred of 
the interaction �� → 	�
�∗  between the lone pair of the 
proton acceptor and the anti-bonding orbital 	�
�∗  of the 
donor [24]. The consequence of these charges transferred are 
measured by the second-order stabilization energy 
��&�obtained by the NBO analysis presented in Table 5. We 
observe that the largest stabilization energies ��&�and charge 
transferred are obtained for the interaction �<< −�<& ⋯�wj 

( �vwj
�<� → 	f<<
�<&

∗ , ��&� = 11.31 kcal/mol, y =15.52 e) 

followed by �ww − �wQ⋯�<x	interaction (�v<x
�<� → 	fww
�wQ

∗ , 
��&� =9.57 kcal/mol, y=12.637 e). The total stabilization 
energy ���&� in the dimer is 31.66 kcal/mol which implies a 
large charge transfer in the D4 dimer through � − �⋯�, 
 − �⋯�,  − �⋯K and  − �⋯� interactions. 

With an interaction energy of -11.581 kcal/mol the D3 
dimer is the fourth stable complex studied. It is also 
characterized by a double � − �⋯� interaction (figure 3) 
but also by the  − �⋯�,  − �⋯K and  − �⋯� −  
interactions (figure 4). revealed by the QTAIM analysis (see 
3.2.3 section). The intermolecular distances of the � −
�⋯�  interactions ( L��⋯�� =1.87241-1.90681 
Å; 	L��⋯��= 3.00558-3.81206 Å) (Table 4) are lower than 
that of  − �⋯� and  − �⋯�  interactions (L��⋯��= 
2.23393-3.19843 Å; 	L�� ⋯�� =3.00558-3.81206 Å ). The 
intermolecular distance L��⋯��  of the  − �⋯� −  
interaction is 2.16603 Å. the ∠��� bonding angles of the 
� −�⋯�  interactions (159.410-163.983°) are closer to 
linearity than those of the  − �⋯�  and  − �⋯� 
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interactions (116.777-126.159°). In addition, the analysis of 
the bond lengths shows that the � − � and  − � bonds of 
the �<< − �<& ⋯�wj, �ww − �wQ ⋯�<x  and <g − �&O ⋯�<P 
interactions undergo elongation �"L� − �� ≻
0, "L�� − �� ≻ 0�  while that of the & − �i ⋯�wj 
interaction undergoes contraction with complexation. This 
variation in bond length is combined with a red shift of 
vibrational stretching frequency of the � −�  and  − � 
bonds of the �<< −�<& ⋯�wj, �ww −�wQ ⋯�<x  and 
<g − �&O ⋯�<P  interactions. However, a blue shift of 
vibrational stretching frequency of the C-H bond is observed 
in the & − �i ⋯�wj  and <i − �<j ⋯ �<i − &P 
interactions. With these observations we can affirm that the 
interactions � − �⋯� and  − �⋯� are proper hydrogen 
bonds and the interactions  − �⋯�  and  − �⋯� −  
are improper hydrogen bonds [26, 55]. 

The NBO analysis was performed and the stabilization 
energy due to hyperconjugative interactions �� → 	�
�∗  of 
the � − �⋯�  interactions are recorded in Table 5. This 
analysis clearly shows the presence of hydrogen bonds 

�ww −�wQ ⋯�<x  ( �v<x
�<� → 	fww
�wQ

∗ , "��&� = 13,14�tNK/
u�K ; �v<x

�&� → 	fww
�wQ
∗ , "��&� = 6,82�tNK/u�K ), �<< −

�<& ⋯�wj  ( �vwj
�<� → 	f<<
�<&

∗ , ��&� = 11.27�tNK/u�K ; 

�vwj
�&� → 	f<<
�<&

∗ , "��&� = 7.96	�tNK/u�K ) and <g −
�&O ⋯�<P  ( �f<P

�<� → 	3<g
�&O
∗ , ��&� = 5.05�tNK/u�K ) [27]. 

These observed interactions due to the overlap between the 
free doublet of the atom �� and the antibonding orbital 	�
�∗  
have as total stabilization energies ���&� equal to 44.24 
kcal/mol for the �ww −�wQ ⋯�<x , �<< −�<& ⋯�wj  and 
<g − �&O ⋯�<P  interactions, therefore there is a strong 
charge transfer in the D3 dimer which contributes to its 
stability. 

The least stable complex is D1 dimer. It has an interaction 
energy ����=-10.0422 kcal/mol significantly lower than that 
of D2-D5 dimers. It is stabilized by a � − �⋯� hydrogen 
bond (figure 3). and the  − �⋯� ,  − �⋯�  and 
 − �⋯� −   hydrogen bond revealed by the AIM 
analysis (figure 4). The intermolecular distances 
L��⋯�� ,L��⋯��  are between 1.88661-3.20049 Å and 
2.86694-3.80545 Å respectively. The corresponding linearity 
angles ∠���  vary between 116.151-159.887°. During 
complexation, the N-H bonds of the � − �⋯� interactions 
lengthen ( "L�� − �� ≻ 0 ) with a red shift of their 
vibrational stretching frequency of "sf
�=-181.6839 tu
< 
while the C-H bonds of the  − �⋯�  and  − �⋯� 

interactions shorten with a blue shift "s3
�  (between 
2.2129-9.5996 tu
< ) of their vibrational stretching 
frequencies. � − �⋯�  interactions are therefore stronger 
than  − �⋯� ,  − �⋯�  and  − �⋯� −  
interactions. Consequently, the � − �⋯�  interactions are 
proper hydrogen bonds and the  − �⋯� ,  − �⋯� 
and  − �⋯� −   interactions are improper hydrogen 
bonds [26, 55]. The hyperconjugative interactions �� →
	�
�∗  obtained by the NBO analysis allow to confirm the 
presence of the � − �⋯� ,  − �⋯�  and  − �⋯� 
hydrogen bonds in the D1 dimer [27]. The corresponding 
stabilization energies vary between 0.06-10.41 kcal/mol. The 
total stabilization energy ���&� is 40.66 kcal/mol, confirming 
the presence of a high charge transfer through the � −
�⋯�,  − �⋯� and  − �⋯� hydrogen bonds. 

The formation of the � − �⋯� hydrogen bond is related 
to the increase of the positive charge of the H atom and the 
negative charge of the � and � atoms. The change in atomic 
charges resulting from the complexing of the D1-D5 dimers 
is recorded in Table 5. Apart from QO − �Q& ⋯KxP�D4� 
and <g −�&O ⋯�<P�DQ�	 hydrogen bonds, the atomic 
charges of hydrogen in the � − �⋯� interactions of the D1-
D5 dimers increase ("(� ≺ 0) while that of the N, O and C 
atoms decrease �"(v ≻ 0, "(3 ≻ 0, "(f ≻ 0�  with 
complexation. Nevertheless, in the intramolecular bonds of 
the D1 and D4 dimers, the increase in the positive charge of 
the hydrogen atom H is combined with an increase of the 
charge of the nitrogen atom. In the interactions � − �⋯� of 
the D1-D5 dimers, the increase of positive charge of the 
hydrogen atom H and that of the negative charge of X atom 
observed is a signature of the hydrogen bond [27, 56]. The 
lone pairs of the Y atoms �� ≡ �,�, K�  involved in 
hyperconjugative interactions �� → 	�
�∗  are hybridized 
����u ∈ 0.74 − 99.99�  with electron densities ranging 
from 1.90394 to 1.99144 e. These electron densities less than 
2 show that these lone pairs are delocalized, particularly in 
the antibonding orbital 	∗, which have an electron density 
between 0.01378 e and 0.04825 e. the electron densities of 
the antibonding orbitals of the N-H, C-H bonds and the S 
character of the nitrogen and carbon atoms (( �� − �, 
(� − �) (Table 7) increase with complexity. this increase in 
the S character of nitrogen and carbon atoms indicates a 
rehybridization of the orbitals of the latter during the 
formation of the hydrogen bonds � − �⋯� ,  − �⋯� 
and  − �⋯� [27]. 

Table 6. Lone pairs(��) and antibonding orbitals (	�
�∗ ) hybridization states, their respective electronic densities as well as the variation of the electronic 

density of the antibonding orbitals 	�
�∗  upon complexation. 

dimers Contact 

Donor Acceptor 

�Y �W
X
∗  

Hybridization ED Hybridization ED ��∗ azW�%� azX�%� 

D< 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  ��O.iw  1.96219 
	f<<
�<&
∗ = 0.4892���&.O<�f − 0.8722����  0.04462 0.02385 23.93 76.07 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  ��wi.ij  1.90394 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  ��O.iw  1.96219 
	fw&
�wP
∗ = 0.4892���&.O<�f − 0.8722����  0.04462 0.02385 23.93 76.07 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  ��wi.ij  1.90394 

wj − �Q<⋯�ww  ��<.ji  1.92099 	3��
� ?
∗ = 0.5999���<.ji�3 − 0.8001����  0.02305 0.00125 35.99 64.01 

<g − �&O⋯�<P  ��<.ji  1.92099 	3?¡
�@¢
∗ = 0.5999���<.ji�3 − 0.8001����  0.02305 0.00125 35.99 64.01 

& − �i⋯�wi  ��O.wi  1.96219 	3@
�£
∗ = 0.6070���&.&P�3 − 0.7947����  0.01378 0.00007 36.85 63.15 
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dimers Contact 

Donor Acceptor 

�Y �W
X
∗  

Hybridization ED Hybridization ED ��∗ azW�%� azX�%� 

D& 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  ��O.iw  1.96227 
	f<<
�<&
∗ = 0.4893���&.OP�f − 0.8721����  0.04516 0.02462 23.94 76.06 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  ��QQ.Pg  1.89373 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  ��O.iw  1.96227 
	fw&
�wP
∗ = 0.4893���&.O&�f − 0.8721����  0.04516 0.02462 23.94 76.06 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  ��QQ.Pg  1.89373 

DP 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  ��O.i<  1.95863 
	fww
�wQ
∗ = 0.6165���&.O&�f − 0.7873����  0.04746 0.02721 23.79 76.37 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  ��&g.Qw  1.91131 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  ��O.iO  1.96083 
	f<<
�<&
∗ = 0.4861���<.ji�f − 0.8739����  0.04825 0.028 23.63 76.37 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  ��PP.gP  1.90013 

<g − �&O⋯�<P  ��<.gg  1.92310 	3<g
�&O
∗ = 0.5973���&.jP�3 − 0.8020����  0.02438 0.00205 35.68 63.32 

Dw 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  ��O.iw  1.96322 
	f<<
�<&
∗ = 0.4899���&.O<�f − 0.8718����  0.04429 0.02398 24 76 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj  ��wj.QO  1.89247 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  ��O.iP  1.96322 
	fww
�wQ
∗ = 0.4897���&.O<�f − 0.8719����  0.043397 0.023087 23.98 76.02 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x  ��i<.Og  1.89247 

<i − �<j⋯KPO  
��O.&<  1.99144 

	3?£
�?�
∗ = 0.5988���&.<Q�3 − 0.8009����  0.02306 0.00132 35.86 64.14 

��jj.jj  1.96437 

QO − �Q&⋯KxP  
��O.&<  1.99133 

	3 ¢
� @
∗ = 0.6062���&.PP�3 − 0.7953����  0.02208 0.00034 36.75 63.25 

��jj.jj  1.96472 

Q< − �QP⋯�wx  ��<.jg  1.91916 	3 ?
� ¤
∗ = 0.5967���&.wQ�3 − 0.8025����  0.02547 0.00373 35.60 64.40 

DQ 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  ��O.iw  1.96142 
	f<<
�<&
∗ = 0.4893���&.O&�f − 0.8721����  0.04391 0.02325 23.94 76.06 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi  ��x&.jx  1.89365 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  ��O.iw  1.96142 
	fw&
�wP
∗ = 0.4897���&.O<�f − 0.8719����  0.04417 0.02351 23.98 76.02 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x  ��wj.gg  1.90488 

& − �i⋯�wi  ��O.iw  1.96142 	3&
�i
∗ = 0.6070���&.&P�3 − 0.7947����  0.01403 0.00035 37.02 62.98 

<g − �&O⋯�<P  ��<.ji  1.92070 	3<g
�&O
∗ = 0.5994���&.wP�3 − 0.8004����  0.02319 0.00115 35.93 64.07 

 

3.2.2. Hyperconjugation and Rehybridization 

In � − �⋯�  interactions, we have a rehybridization of 
the orbitals of nitrogen atoms with complexation. The 
orbitals of the nitrogen atoms are hybridized ��&.&O  in 
monomers while in dimers they are hybridized ���(n∈ 2.01-
2.03) (Table 7). The P character of the orbitals of the 
nitrogen atoms decreases (the S character increases) with 
complexation. This observation is also verified by the 
parameter "%¥��� of the nitrogen atoms of the � − �⋯� 
interaction which is between 1.73-2.46. This presence of 
rehybridization during complexation allows to shorten the 
� −�  bond [27]. The presence of hyperconjugative 
interactions �v → 	f
�

∗  with a stabilization energy between 
5.17-11.31 kcal/mol for � − �⋯�  interactions increases 
the electron density in the bonding orbitals 	f
�

∗ 	which are 
all polarized with respect to the hydrogen atom (Table 6), 
this polarization of the antibonding orbitals 	f
�

∗  with 
respect to the H atom ensures a better overlap �v → 	f
�

∗  
[56]. The observed variation in electron density "	∗ has the 
effect of weakening the N-H bonds by lengthening them. The 
elongation of the N-H bond �"L�� − �� > 0�	 is clearly 
demonstrated in the geometry of the complexes where it is 
between 10.19-11.8 mÅ. Consequently, in the � − �⋯� 

interactions, the presence of the hyperconjugative interaction 
�v → 	f
�

∗  with high stabilization energy ��&�  masks the 
hybridization effect, which leads to the elongation of N-H 
bonds and a red shift in their vibrational stretching frequency 
[24, 27]. 

Except for the D2 dimer,  − �⋯�  interactions are 
observed in the different complexes studied. carbon atoms (C) 
are hybridized ��� (m∈ 2.26-2.28) in monomers and ��&.&P 
in dimers. Also the variation in the percentage of the carbon 
atom "%¥��	is between 0.29-0.51. The S character of the 
carbon atoms involved in  − �⋯� interactions increases, 
so there is a presence of rehybridization with complexation. 
Hyperconjugative interactions �v → 	f
�

∗  are also observed 
in the D1 and D5 complexes with a low stabilization energy 
value of 0.06 and 0.05 kcal/mol respectively. the interactions 
�v → 	f
�

∗  were not observed in D3 and D5 dimers. For 
 − �⋯�  interactions, the presence of hyperconjugative 
interaction with a very low value of ��&� and its absence in 
certain complexes (D3 and D5) do not allow to mask the 
effects of rehybridization observed with complexation. As a 
result, the  − �  bonds are shortened with a blue shift of 
their vibrational stretching frequency [24, 55]. 
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Table 7. Hybridization of the X atoms involved in the � − �⋯� interaction in the monomers and dimers and the variation of the S character of the X 

atom("%¥���� with the complexation. 

Complexes Contact 
Changes of hybridization ¦§��W − X� 

�%��W� 
Monomer Dimer 

D1 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi ��&.&O ��&.O< 1.96 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x ��&.&O ��&.O< 1.96 

& − �i⋯�wi ��&.&g ��&.&P 0.51 

PP − �Pg⋯�<x ��&.&g ��&.&P 0.51 

wj − �Q<⋯�ww ��&.wQ ��&.&P 0.15 

<g − �&O⋯�<P ��&.wQ ��&.&P 0.15 

<i − �<j⋯ �&i − &P 
��&.wO 
��&.wP 

��&.wQ 
��&.wO 

-0.04 
-0.11 

D2 
�<< − �<&⋯�wi ��&.&O ��&.OP 1.73 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x ��&.&O ��&.OP 1.73 

D3 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x ��&.&O ��<.jg 2.25 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj ��&.&O ��<.jg 2.46 

<g − �&O⋯�<P ��&.&i ��&.Pj 0.35 

& − �i⋯�wj ��&.&i ��&.&P 0.38 

<i − �<j⋯ �&i − &P 
��&.&j 
��&.w< 

��&.&g 
��&.wP 

0.1 
-0.11 

D4 

�<< − �<&⋯�wj ��&.&O ��&.O< 1.94 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x ��&.&O ��&.O< 1.9 

<i − �<j⋯KPO ��&.P< ��&.<Q 1.56 

QO − �Q&⋯KxP ��&.P< ��&.PP -0.11 

Q< − �QP⋯�wx ��&.P< ��&.wQ -1.2 

PQ − �wO⋯�<x ��&.&x ��&.&P 0.29 

D5 

�<< − �<&⋯�wi ��&.&O ��&.O& 1.9 

�w& − �wP⋯�<x ��&.&O ��&.O< 1.96 

& − �i⋯�wi ��&.&g ��&.&P 0.42 

<g − �&O⋯�<P ��&.wQ ��&.wP 0.16 

<i − �<j⋯ �&i − &P 
��&.wP 
��&.Pg 

��&.ww 
��&.Pj 

0.11 
-0.03 

"%¥��� = %¥�������� −%¥���������� 

The  − �⋯� interactions are observed in D1, D3, D4 
and D5 dimers. The hybridization states ��� of the carbon 
atoms involved in the  − �⋯�  interactions reveal the 
presence of rehybridization with the complexation. We also 
note the presence of hyperconjugative interactions that 
allows an increase of the electron density in the antibonding 
orbital. This electron density "	∗ = 0.000205 e has the effect 
of lengthening the CH bond of "L� − ��=0.00026 Å in the 
interaction <g −�&O ⋯�<P  combined with a red shift 
"s3
�=-2.7588 cm
< of the vibrational stretching frequency 
of the  − � bond. However, in the D1, D4 and D5 dimers, 
the rehybridization which has the effect of lengthening the 
bonds during the complexation outweighs the 
hyperconjugative interactions. Therefore, we have an 
elongation of the C-H bond with a blue shift of the 
vibrational stretching frequencies [24, 55]. Concerning the 
 − �⋯� −   interactions, the hybridization states of the 
carbon atoms vary little with the complexation. In addition, 
NBO analysis did not detect the presence of interaction 
between orbitals in different bonds involved in  − �⋯� −
	interactions. Consequently, a blue shift of the vibrational 
stretching frequencies is observed. 

3.2.3. AIM Analysis 

In the D1-D5 dimers, the � − �⋯� interactions have an 
electron density -�.� between 0.024561-0.026517  NO
P and 
a positive value of the Laplacian /&-�.� (varying between 
0.082075-0.09015  NO
Q) and the total kinetic energy density 
��.� (varying between 0.000672-0.001158 ua). The values 
of -�.�, 	/&-�.�	and	��.� indicate a decrease of electronic 
density in the interatomic bond path characteristic of closed-
shell interactions such as hydrogen bonds [52, 54]. Also for 

all � −�⋯�  interactions, the ratio − 8���

9���
≻ 1  highlights 

the electrostatic nature of these hydrogen bonds [39-41]. 
Ellipticity is a measure of the stability of the chemical bond. 
A chemical bond with a large ellipticity is potentially 
unstable. The � − �⋯� interactions observed in dimers are 
stable because they have a low ellipticity ,�.� in the range of 
0.02064-0.031263. The Espinoza method was used to 
calculate the � − �⋯� interaction energies and the results 
obtained are shown in Table 8. The energies of the � −
�⋯� interactions vary between 5.81074-6.29393 kcal/mol. 
The � − �⋯� interactions are weak because the energies 
obtained are less than 15 kcal/mol [50]. 
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Figure 4. AIM molecular graphs of D1-D5 dimers at B3LYP 6-31+ G (d, p). Small green spheres are bond critical points (Bcps). 

At the  − �⋯� interaction Bcps, the electronic density 
-�.�  is between 0.017788-0.01991  NO
P,	 the Laplacian of 
the electronic density 	/&-�.� is positive and varies between 
0.057507-0.062472  NO
Q . In addition, the total energy 
density ��.�  between 0.001253-0.001265 au is positive. 
These features are typical of closed-shell interactions that 
indicate the presence of hydrogen bonding [52, 54]. In 
addition, all the interactions  − �⋯�  have the ratio 

− 8���

9���
	 greater than 1, thus highlighting the electrostatic 

nature of these bonds [41]. The  − �⋯� interactions are 
stable with an ellipticity ,�.� between 0.003872-0.016963. 
The interaction energies of  − �⋯�  interactions range 
from 3.68662-4.22942 kcal/mol and are significantly lower 
than those of the � −�⋯� interactions. 

The electron density obtained at the Bcps of the  −
�⋯� interactions is lower than those of the � −�⋯� and 
 − �⋯�  interactions. This electron density -�.�  varies 
between 0.00228-0.00231904  NO
P, its Laplacian 	/&-�.� is 
positive and varies between 0.009179-0.009449  NO
Q. Thus, 
a positive value of ��.� is observed at the different Bcps of 
the  − �⋯� interactions. The values of -�.�,	/&-�.� and 
��.� show that  − �⋯� interactions are weak hydrogen 

bonds [52, 54]. Moreover, the ratio − 8���

9���
 >1 for the  −

�⋯� interactions highlights its electrostatic nature [40, 41]. 
The high value of the ellipticity ,�.� observed (1.512957-
11.458266) and the low value of the energy of the hydrogen 
bond ��2  (0.35141-0.36396 kcal/mol) highlight their 
instabilities and weaknesses with respect to the � − �⋯� 
and  − �⋯� hydrogen bonds. 

At the Bcps of the  − �⋯� −   interactions, the 
electronic density -�.�  is in the range of 0.008995-
0.009047  NO
P,  the corresponding Laplacian is between 
0.038854- 0.039858  NO
Q  with a positive energy density 
��.�	(0.002478-0.002492 au). Also the interaction energy is 
about 1.49 kcal/mol, thus  − �⋯� −   interactions are 

weak hydrogen bonds [50, 54]. From more − 8���

9���
 >1 at the 

Bcps of the different  − �⋯� −   interaction, thus the 
 − �⋯� − 	interactions are purely electrostatic [40]. 

The ellipticity of the  − �⋯� − 	 interactions is 
between 1.145216-2.031056, so we can say that the  −
�⋯� − 	interactions are less stable than the  − �⋯� 
and� − �⋯�  interactions but more stable than the  −
�⋯� interaction. 

Table 8. Topological analysis of the bond critical points (Bcps) of the � − �⋯� interactions of D1-D5 dimers. 

 W −X⋯Y  Z�[�W
X⋯Y \]Z�[�W
X⋯Y ^�[� _�[� X�[� `�[� d�[� −
_�[�
^�[�

 aXb 

D1 

<i −�<j⋯ �&i − &P intra 0.009047 0.038856 -0.00476 0.007235 0.002479 -0.00971 1.1452 1.520 1.49347 
<g − �&O⋯�<P intra 0.017788 0.057118 -0.01175 0.013015 0.001265 -0.01428 0.0170 1.108 3.68662 
wj − �Q<⋯�ww intra 0.017798 0.057149 -0.01176 0.013023 0.001265 -0.01429 0.0170 1.107 3.68976 
 −�Qg⋯� −  intra 0.009047 0.038854 -0.00476 0.007234 0.002478 -0.00971 1.1457 1.520 1.49347 
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 W −X⋯Y  Z�[�W
X⋯Y \]Z�[�W
X⋯Y ^�[� _�[� X�[� `�[� d�[� −
_�[�
^�[�

 aXb 

& − �i⋯�wi inter 0.00228 0.009426 -0.00116 0.001755 0.0006 -0.00236 11.4583 1.513 0.36396 
�<< − �<&⋯�wi inter 0.025987 0.087155 -0.01972 0.020752 0.001036 -0.02179 0.0300 1.052 6.18725 
�w& − �wP⋯�<x inter 0.025993 0.087181 -0.01972 0.020758 0.001037 -0.0218 0.0300 1.053 6.18725 
PP − �Pg⋯�<x inter 0.002281 0.009427 -0.00116 0.001756 0.000601 -0.00236 10.7918 1.514 0.36396 

D2 
�<< − �<&⋯�wi inter 0.026159 0.085744 -0.01966 0.020549 0.000887 -0.02144 0.0198 1.045 6.16842 
�w& − �wP⋯�<x inter 0.026159 0.085745 -0.01966 0.020549 0.000887 -0.02144 0.0198 1.045 6.16842 

D3 
�ww − �wQ⋯�<x inter 0.025527 0.086416 -0.01934 0.020472 0.001132 -0.0216 0.0309 1.059 6.06802 
�<< − �<&⋯�wj inter 0.024561 0.079453 -0.01852 0.019191 0.000672 -0.01986 0.0206 1.036 5.81074 

 & − �i⋯�wj inter 0.00224 0.009179 -0.00112 0.001706 0.00059 -0.0023 2.0833 1.523 0.35141 

D4 

PQ − �wO⋯�<x Inter 0.002252 0.009236 -0.00113 0.001718 0.00059 -0.00231 2.3831 1.520 0.35454 

�ww − �wQ⋯�<x Inter 0.025138 0.082075 -0.01898 0.019751 0.000767 -0.02052 0.0212 1.041 5.95507 
�<< − �<&⋯�wj Inter 0.026517 0.090159 -0.02006 0.021298 0.001242 -0.02254 0.0313 1.062 6.29393 
<i − �<j⋯KPO intra 0.014125 0.054501 -0.00891 0.011268 0.002357 -0.01363 0.0743 1.265 2.79556 
Q< − �QP⋯�wx intra 0.01991 0.062472 -0.01348 0.014546 0.001071 -0.01562 0.0039 1.079 4.22942 
QO − �Q&⋯KxP intra 0.014913 0.055646 -0.00961 0.011758 0.002153 -0.01391 0.0388 1.224 3.01519 

D5 

<g − �&O⋯�<P intra 0.017945 0.057507 -0.01187 0.013124 0.001253 -0.01438 0.0167 1.106 3.72427 
<i −�<j⋯ �&i − &P intra 0.008995 0.038835 -0.00473 0.007218 0.002492 -0.00971 1.2077 1.526 1.48406 
�w& − �wP⋯�<x inter 0.026125 0.08835 -0.01977 0.02093 0.001158 -0.02209 0.0304 1.059 6.20294 
�<< − �<&⋯�wi inter 0.024803 0.080458 -0.01872 0.019418 0.000697 -0.02012 0.0212 1.037 5.87349 

& −�i⋯�wi inter 0.002319 0.009449 -0.00115 0.001758 0.000604 -0.00236 1.5130 1.529 0.36082 

 

4. NCI-RDG Analysis 

In M1-M5 monomers and D1-D5 complexes, NCI analysis 
revealed the presence of hydrogen bonds, VDW interactions 
and repulsive interactions. The presence of the � − �⋯�, 
 − �⋯�  and  − �⋯�  hydrogen bonds in the 
complexes is evidenced by the presence of peaks that appear 
at −0,040 ≺ �*F��A&� × -�.� ≺ −0,015 (figure 5 and 6). In 
figure 5 and 6, the hydrogen bonds � −�⋯�,  − �⋯� 
and  − �⋯�  are characterized by the presence of blue 

isosurface between the atoms H and O, H and N. The 
presence of green isosurface reveals the presence of VDW 
interaction (figure 6). The peaks corresponding to these 
interactions are observed at �*F��A&� × -�.� = 0. Repulsive 
interactions are observed when we have the presence of a 
high electron density. In the BC1 = DE�*F��A&� × -�.�H 
graphs, the peaks of repulsive interactions (steric hindrance) 
appear at 0,020 ≺ �*F��A&� × -�.� ≺ 0,100. The presence 
of these repulsive interactions is represented by red 
isosurfaces in the various benzene and imidazole ring. 

 

Figure 5. NCI isosurface and plot of the reduced density gradient (RDG) versus sign(λ_2)×ρ(r) of BZims monomer. 
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Figure 6. NCI isosurface and plot of the reduced density gradient (RDG) versus �*F��A&� × -�.� of BZims complexes. 

5. Conclusion 

We carried out a detailed theoretical analysis of the 
monomers and dimers of BZims. Geometry optimization and 
harmonic frequency analysis were performed. The results of 
the frequency calculations show that all the monomers and 
dimers of the BZims are at least global structures. Our 
calculations clearly show that the BZims monomers and 
dimers have intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds. From the point of view of the interaction energy, the 
D2 dimer is more stable than the other forms. The stability 
sequence of dimers BZims is C& ≻ CQ ≻ Cw ≻ CP ≻ C<. The 
presence of weakly electron acceptor group (-Cl) on benzene 
ring favor the total interaction energy of dimerization. 
Evidence for the presence of intramolecular and 

intermolecular hydrogen bonding has been demonstrated by 
topological, geometrical, NCI and NBO analyzes. Frequency 
analysis results for BZims monomers and dimers indicate 
that the intramolecular hydrogen bond shows an increase in 
stretching frequencies and a blue shift in the IR spectrum, 
while the intermolecular hydrogen bond shows a decrease in 
stretching frequencies. and a red shift of the IR spectrum. 
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